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Dear Sir:
Re: Her Majesty the Queen v Weyerhaeuser Company Limited and Resolute FP
Canada Inc. - SCC File No. 37985
Reply of Her Majesty the Queen as Represented by the Ministry of the Attorney
General to the Response of Weyerhaeuser Company Limited

Ontario has a brief Reply on some of the points raised by Weyerhaeuser concerning
contractual interpretation. This issue is addressed by Weyerhaeuser in paragraphs 2 (a)
and (b ), 4 (a) and (b) and 5-9 of its Response.
Weyerhaeuser over-generalizes Ontario's position.
Ontario has submitted that leave should be granted because the Court of Appeal ' s
decision raises two issues of national importance. First, the general applicability, or not,
of the contextual approach versus the two-staged approach. Second, whether, as a matter
of general principle, the statutory law of the day ought to be treated as pa1t of the factual
matrix.
Weyerhaeuser's submission, in paragraph 6, is premised on a mischaracterization of
Ontario's position regarding the issues of broad impmtance raised by the Court of
Appeal's treatment of Sattva. There is no logical nexus between the issues Ontario raises
as a basis for leave and Weyerhaeuser's own request for leave.
Likewise, Ontario has not submitted that there is need for this Comt to consider, at large,
when indemnities in any way related to environmental matters apply and who may rely
on them as suggested by Weyerhaeuser in paragraph 8. Nor has it raised the question of
whether such indemnities apply as a general matter to government action as
Weyerhaeuser states in paragraph 9. Ontario's points for consideration in its leave
application are simply those stated above in relation to Sattva.
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Weyerhaeuser's dissatisfaction with the Court of Appeal's decision concerning
"successors and assigns", also contained in paragraph 9, has been addressed in Ontario's
Response to Weyerhaeuser' s leave application.
Yours truly,
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Leonard F. Marsello
Counsel
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